
 
 

Mobility 3 - Falkenberg 
Documentation of the week 

 181002-181009 
 

Tuesday - Tisdag 

We went and picked up our correspondents and meet everyone and whent to max 
and grabbed a bite to eat and then went home and sleep.  

Groupe Eftra 

Picked up our correspondents at the train station. And introduced them in owner homes 

Groupe Ullared 

We picked are humans up at the train station when we go to home we eat some food 
then we meet up with the others in the town and drove around for a little bit and then I 
drove home 

Groupe Skrea 

We picked our human up at the train station. When we got home we ate some food, then 
we met up with the others in the town and drove around for a little bit and then we drove 
home.  

Groupe Morup 
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The day we  picked up our exchange students from the train station. After we went 
home and introduced our families.  

Groupe Vinberg 

The French and Spanish students arrived at the train station and they go in their family. 

Groupe Vessigebro 

Wednesday - Onsdag 
Split into groups and a short walk thru about what going to happen while there here 
.frisbee golf because nobody had workshop clothes so we played frisbee golf instead. 

Groupe Eftra 

On wednesday we had ’ice breaking’  and communicating, we also had frispy golf. after 
school we went to gekås which is big shop in ullared  

Groupe Ullared 

On Wednesday we go to school and met everyone else the principal of the school held 
speech and welcome everyone then we did some ice breaking activities after the 
activities they divide into groups of four then we had a break and after the break the 
Spanish and French students went to Swedish class with the first year students 

Groupe Skrea 

On wednsday we got to school and met everyone else, the principal of the school held a 
speech and welcomed everyone. Then we did some ice braking activity’s.  After the 
activity’s they devided us into groups of four. Then we had some brake, and after the 
brake the Spanish and French students went to a Swedish class with the first year 
students. 

The teachers later on gave us some information about the workshops that we were 
going to work with the next day. 

Groupe Morup 
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Started school at 8AM, did some ice breaking activities to get to know each other. Then 
we introduced them to our school. Due to change of plans we played frisbee golf in the 
park of Falkenberg. Then we went home and rested. 

Groupe Vinberg 

In the morning we did ice breaking activities and in the afternoon we played frisbee golf, 
after the school we went to Ge-kås. 

Groupe Vessigebro 

Thursday - Torsdag  
Workshop and listen to bengt explaining math problems about electricity. and work whit 
project super duper car  

Groupe Eftra 

Started building on the smart car but also have class in electric stuff 

Groupe Ullared 

In the morning they split all the group in to two the first half of people had some 
électrique maths and the second group start to work on the project in the garage then 
by lunch with change station and go to work then we go home 

Groupe Skrea 

 

In the morning they splitter all the groups in to two. The first half of people had some 
electric math, and the second group started to work on the project in the garage. Then 
by lunch we changed stations and got to work, then we go home. 

Groupe Morup 

Thursday, started school at 8:30 AM in the morning, directly we started designing to 
make a solid plan for assembling the frame. We came out with some different designs, 
each group had its own, then we voted for the design that was the most reliable and 
realistic, considering both time and difficulty. 
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After that we started executing the plan and started cutting in the frame at the points 
that we wanted to change. Later we welded back the different parts and thereby created 
a solid and rigid frame without suspension.  

 

Groupe Vinberg 

 

We did electricity activities and in the workshop we replace the brake of a car and we 
work on the EEVEE car. In the evening we went to Falkenberg and cruise around. 

Groupe Vessigebro 

Friday - Fredag 
Write a summary of the week so far 

Groupe Eftra 
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Friday we had a tour in an hybrid passat. And other things in workshop. 

Groupe Ullared 

 

The teachers had a surprise workshop, they had rented two hybrid cars witch was two 
Volkswagen Passat GTE. Some of the groups took a look on the first car on the lift, and 
the other groups got to take a ride in the car, the Spanish and French students had a 
class in their mother language. And now after school we don’t know what we will do. 

Groupe Morup 

Started school at 8 o'clock in the morning with test driving a brand new VW hybrid car. It 
was pretty fast. We looked up the details and specifications of the car and went through 
the engine bay looking for the different components that are included in a hybrid 
vehicle. 

Then at 11 o'clock the  french and spanish students went to the schools language 
classes to learn, talk and inspire the swedish students that are learning french or/and 
spanish. And after the lunch break we gathered in our classroom to make a summary of 
the achievements and progress we’ve made so far. 

Groupe Vinberg 

 

We looked on a hybrid car. The French and Spanish had language in separate classes. 
Then they took a coffee. In the afternoon we write down what we do this week 

Groupe Vessigebro 

Saturday - Lördag 
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Sunday - Söndag 
 

Monday - Måndag 
 

Tuesday - Tisdag 
 

 


